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we must keep fighting for subsistence
by rep elleeneileen maclean
for the tundra timetimes

JUNEAU after two days of emo-
tional talk and a final debate closed to
nonnativenon native outsiders alaska natives

including myself agreed last
week on a series of measures to assure
continuation of traditional hunting and
fishing rights

inupiatinuplat paltotfaltot
peoples heritage

OPINION10pinio
this agreement took place at a

statewide subsistence gathering
organized by the alaska federation of
natives

some 700 natives most from rural
villages met behind closed doors at
the egan convention center inin an
choragechokage and emerged after long hours
of deliberation with a series ofofresoluresolaresolu
tionseions that were passed unanimously

the meeting organized as an educaaduca
tionaldional forum brought consensual
agreements among natives on the
issue of subsistence its nothing short
of miraculous that the meeting forged
stronger agreement and unity between
natives across the state

the measures include support for a
state constitutional amendment that
could revive alaskasalanskas old rural

priority subsistence law As you
know the old law was declared un-
constitutional by the alaska supreme
court in december because it denied
subsistence hunting and fishing to non-
rural residents

in addition we agreed to work for
an eventual subsistence preference for
all natives not just rural residents

as well as tribal management of
subsistence activities

but while we agreed on what should
be done and emerged optimistic
alaskasalanskas long debate over subsistence
is anything but settled
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signs are strong that the proposals
supported by natives at the gathering
will continue to face opposition in the
legislature as well as from sport
hunters and others who have opposed
alaskasalanskas old subsistence law

the constitutional amendment ap-
proach proposed by gov steve
cowper and and rep george jacko
D pedro bay does not have enough
support to pass the legislature

however the gathering eventually
agreed on a compromise of sorts we
backed a proposed constitutional
amendment by rep lyman hoffmanhorfmancorfman

D bethel that simply allows the state
to enact subsistence laws that are in
step with federal statutes

the house resource committee isis
expected to adopt hoffmans amend
ment perhaps incorporating the
measure into one of the other two con
stitutional amendments that currently
reside inin the committee

such a change inin the constitution ap-
parentlyparent ly would allow the state to
rewrite its laws to permit a rural sub-
sistencesi preference because federal
laws also call for a rural priority on
federal lands inin alaska

the native gathering also agreed to
urge the state to review and reviserevise
before july 1 all state subsistence
statutes policies regulations and pro-
grams and practices inin order to
establish an overall subsistence
management regime that isis responsive
to the true subsistence needs of
alaskansalaskasAlaskans

in reaction to our effort along with
others the federal government isis
soliciting public views on subsistence
through may 13 to be addressed to

regional director
giennglenn elison

1011 E tudor road
anchorage 99503503

As a guidance for those who wish
to comment I1 strongly encourage all
natives to give input on this crucial
issueissue so vital to preserving our cultural
heritage


